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Chapter 1
Introductions
Introduction to the Guitar
Something special happened in the year 1546. It was the year the first piece of music
written specifically for the guitar was published. The piece, Mudarra’s Tres Libros, was
intended for a very different instrument than those commonly seen today. This smaller,
more oval-shaped, four-course instrument might have even looked a little bit odd to the
Spanish makers who, in the 1830s, set the standard for classical (and to some extent
modern) guitar construction. This little guitar more closely resembled a lute than an
electric guitar from the 1950s. Even though electricity wouldn’t become commonplace
until a few hundred years after Tres Libros was published, the musical landscape was
forever changed.
From this point it is easy to offer a chronology of the guitar and its siblings in the
chordophone family of instruments. Some of that history appears in this chapter, other
parts in chapter two, and a complete four-hundred year chronology of the guitar
appears in this book’s appendices. For the purposes of this chapter, the year 1546 offers
a different starting point than a simple recounting of music history. This date means that
not only has the guitar been present for 473 years, longer than cars, refrigerators,
airplanes, and even the piano (which didn’t appear until the early 1700s) but that people
have built guitars for just as long. Perhaps the profession of guitar maker has been
around longer and guitars were simply not popular until the 1540s. Instead, and due to
the similarity between guitars, lutes, and viols, it is more likely that lute makers made
guitars—either by request, or as a means of diversifying their business. During the
1540s, a time before the famous Cremona school of violin making gained renown (that
didn’t happen for another eighty years, ca.1630), anybody professionally building lutes,
violins, or viol type instruments bore the title luthier—from the French for “maker of
lutes.” It is clear that the people also building these small and simple four-course guitars
would also be luthiers.
Why did luthiers begin to build guitars? The answers are lost to history, and
unfortunately science does not allow for calls to the 1540s for things like inquiring about
the true reasons the guitar began to develop separate from the lute. The possible reasons

are wide in range and plausibility. Was it a convenient accident? Similar to the common
legend behind chocolate chip cookies. Or was the guitar only a means to sell more
instruments? Perhaps it was a more technical reason like the widely accepted
explanation behind the development of the piano over the harpsichord. This theory
implies the piano offered more dynamic control, something the harpsichord lacked
severely. A more interesting, and highly tenable, explanation of the piano’s birth is that
it was easier to maintain than the harpsichord. The latter explanation makes perfect
sense when considering the piano’s inventor, Bartolomeo Christofori, was instrument
technician to the Medici family, and that harpsichords are notoriously fussy to maintain.
Was the guitar just easier to maintain? Possibly easier to string or tune? Maybe even
easier (or less expensive) to construct? The absolute reasoning behind the birth of the
guitar remains unknown; however, the most likely answer is a combination of all these
hypotheses.
For whatever reason the guitar developed, it is here now, and though it has undergone
some major structural and cosmetic changes one thing remains the same—lots of people
love the guitar. Early on it was presented and accepted as an instrument for the masses.
Modern music on a global level confirms the guitar’s status as the instrument for
everyone. Such a holistic look at the use of the guitar confirms its alluring and inviting
nature. Most guitars have only six strings, which supports its simplified and easy-to-play
appearance. The guitar’s brief musical range reinforces this as well. A guitar with six
strings and 20 frets has 126 possible notes, of which 49 will be different pitches. This is
due to the fact that guitarists can play the same pitch in multiple ways, something that is
unavailable to other musicians such as pianists or woodwind players. This twodimensional playing coupled with a 400 year-old body of music produces an effectively
bottomless catalog of possible music.
For many guitarists, the broad repertoire and inviting appearance give the instrument a
persona all its own. This relationship extends beyond the physical; guitars offer their
owners solace, repose, and an outlet for emotion or thought. Many players experience a
room-silencing effect wherein the guitar enables them to focus solely on playing and not
on external stimuli. Because of this, guitars make great companions. How do guitarists
return the favors given to them by their instruments? Simple cleaning and restringing, a
safe place to dwell in between playing sessions, and paying attention to the guitar
provides all the support the instrument needs. And when a guitar needs more than those
2
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things? Guitarists turn to luthiers for another person who understands and loves guitars.
Luthiers and guitarists working together is clearly the reason guitars have persisted for
centuries. This understanding is the basis for an often quoted recipe for a guitar that
requires some combination of wood and wonder.
Introduction to Lutherie
There has been much misunderstanding about who is a luthier, what exactly that title
means, and which instruments they build or repair. Most people in the trade have heard
various misnomers applied to them by well intended individuals including but not
limited to: Luther, Lutheran, or even Looter. Nobody means any harm by this, it’s just that
luthier—as a profession—is not heard often. Compounding the issue is the widely
varying context in which luthier is used. This confusion surrounding the title of luthier
sets the stage for the entire profession to be misunderstood. Misunderstanding can lead
to trouble and distrust if unchecked. The most common analogy used to relate luthiers
to the rest of the world is one involving car mechanics. This analogy presumes that
mechanics fix cars and luthiers fix guitars. While there are errors in this analogy, on the
whole, it does help illustrate the clarity problem surrounding this professional title.
As example, if someone takes their car to a shop for service and the person who is to
work on their vehicle bears the title Mechanic or Technician there is a certain level of
ambiguity about what that person does all day and their qualifications to perform any
service. Alternatively, should the person servicing cars perform this duty under the title
Automotive Mechanic or (for any given brand of car) Factory Certified Technician than
customers can be certain that this person repairs cars, not lawn mowers or Ferris wheels.
This is the first issue, effective labeling of the profession of luthier. This foundation must
be in place to understand the work involved in lutherie. The word luthier comes from
the French word luth for lute, a stringed instrument in the same family as the guitar, and
considered one of its predecessors. The title luthier is a conjugation of the word lute, and
-ier a french suffix tying the noun to a trade. Much like a window glazier, or a farrier who
fits horse shoes, the word luthier is directly defined as somebody who works with lutes.
This is problematic as the demand for lutes and lute music has decreased notably since
the 1600s. Checking most dictionaries the word doesn’t show up. It would be right after
Lutheran, but unfortunately, most often it isn’t there. This by itself causes friction as it
appears luthiers have just made up the word, or at best merely appropriated it from
3
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elsewhere. The best definition is from The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, it
defines a luthier as follows:
Originally the word for lute maker, it has become a general term for a maker of
violins or other stringed instruments.
This definition, while comprehensive, lacks a focus on guitars leading people to
understand luthiers only repair lutes and violins. This is simply not true. The guitar is
more closely related to the lute, so why would luthier not include guitars?
The familial relationship between lutes and guitars is easy to see. The lutes and guitars
share many things: both necks bear frets, their strings are plucked, and they are held
across the lap when seated or across the chest when standing. The present musical
landscape makes a clear distinction between instruments, especially guitars and violins.
This was not always common, especially with the viols of the 1500s. Often instruments
we only labeled viol, not viol de gamba (for the leg), viol de braccio (for the arm) or viol
de arco (with a bow), and such early ambiguity has fueled confusion ever since. During
the last century the international pitch standard was established leading to
standardizations around the acoustic requirements of instruments. From these and other
requirements the technical aspects making violin family and guitar family instruments
notably different have become more widely understood. The debate over the use of
luthier as a title is unnecessary when considering overlapping designs, construction
methods, materials, and the instruments’ applications over the last 400 years.
Many luthiers receive all manner of comment about their title. New guitar makers might
be told to avoid the title unless they work on violins exclusively. This is contradictory to
what these young professionals learn in school; their formal education in the trade
officially makes them luthiers. Most often there is a range of things in between these
extremes. Here is a proposed solution in a move to improve the guitar vernacular, do the
most good, and compromise whenever possible. When asked for somebody who handles
violin repairs, reply “Yes, I know a violin luthier who offers that service.” Additionally, guitar
makers can refer to themselves as guitar luthiers Making this distinction minimizes the
gray area in which musicians and/or other luthiers get lost. While the title piano technician
explains that profession better than piano tuner, the title guitar repair technician may feel a
bit cumbersome in practice. This solution is not without flaws. It does not clarify service
4
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or building for a wide variety of stringed instruments, and many luthiers build or repair
instruments other than guitars or violins such as: banjos, mandolins, dulcimers, zithers,
ouds, citterns, balalaikas, bouzoukis, and other folk instruments. Upright (or double) bass
is another example of where divergence can occur, as the size of these instruments alone
is enough to diversify a given shop’s workload. In the end, the use of instrument specific
language early—and often—in conversations seems to mitigate most troubles quickly.

meetings between guitarist and luthier the wrong time to discuss the relationship
between pick angle and fret buzz, or the effect a string’s envelope of oscillation has on
its decay time. Unfortunately for luthiers, sometimes it’s the only time to broach these
subjects with the goal of edification. Beyond being in the wrong place at the wrong time,
luthiers often do not have easy terms to explain their work. These linguistic pitfalls are
not limited to repairs alone and include discussions surrounding aural preference, new
guitars, new strings, and guitar accessories. When describing how a guitar sounds, how it
feels, or even what is desired in a new instrument, luthiers—and guitarists alike—lack a
consistent set of adjectives to effectively convey their feelings.

Introduction to this book
Some major changes have occurred since 1546 but luthiers still build and repair
instruments. In the 1830s Spanish builders set the bar for what are now called classical
guitars. These nylon stringed, mid-sized guitars laid the foundation for the variety seen
today. During the 1930s a family-owned guitar company in Pennsylvania developed the
modern dreadnaught acoustic guitar and ushered in a divergence between nylon and
steel string acoustic guitars. And only twenty years later an ex-accountant from
California listened to the needs of musicians and gave the guitar world a more
affordable electric option. While all these events, and many others, happened, luthiers
still handled both building and repairs.
This continuous building and repairing is thankful news for the guitar community.
Musicians are not expected to attempt repairs, or replace their guitar every time it needs
service. There are many fine examples of guitars kept in regular use primarily because
of careful repair work. Because of the high emotional value many guitarists feel for their
instruments, this comes as a relief. Guitarists can focus on what they do best—make
music. This news does, however, come with a cost.
To conduct various repairs and support the guitar community luthiers have developed a
pattern of innovation. Everything from methods and materials to custom tools, luthiers
have either modified to fit their needs or designed and built from scratch. The only thing
they haven’t altered dynamically is the language. Some words used to describe lutherie
are common and widely understood while others can sound like a foreign language. The
materials, methods, and reasoning of luthiers can—at times—make no sense to guitarists
seeking repairs or new guitars. The most common example of this is luthiers attempting
to relay highly technical and situation specific information to a musician while their
guitar is being serviced, which is the worst possible time for such discussions. The
emotional equity and responsibility players feel for their instruments makes initial
5

The absence of a common vernacular surrounding guitars is at the heart of this book.
The aim by the end of this volume is to have built a bridge (or at least sent signals)
across this chasm of language. This bridge building occurs in five sections, each with
their own purpose. This section introduces guitars, lutherie, and the rest of the book.
Chapter two completes this task by investigating the classification and anatomy of the
guitar. The second section, containing chapters three through seven, investigates guitarcentered experiences and feelings from the perspectives of both guitarist and luthier.
Section three, chapters eight through ten, focuses on more technical and difficult
concepts that are often muddled by myth and misunderstanding. Section four, chapters
11 and 12, serves as a set of practical insights to aid in the day-to-day functions of
building, servicing, and playing guitars. It is the previous 10 chapters applied to the real
world. The last section, and the largest, contains over 370 entries including definitions
and synonyms. Things such as construction techniques, materials, and species of woods
used in lutherie are labeled. If there is an aspect of the guitar that has been created or
designed by luthiers, handled or inspected by guitarists, and misunderstood by both
groups, this thesaurus labels it. Along with the chapters and the thesaurus users will find
appendices containing useful tables and a 400-year chronology of the guitar.
The user is encouraged to consume each chapter in order, though there is no plot and
the chapters are not sequential. The thesaurus itself is intended for perpetual reference.
Any written volume eventually becomes dated, making an absolute reference impossible.
Instead, this is to remain a foundation, and a frame of reference for future innovations.
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Chapter 3
From Fingers to Frets
This book is focused primarily on guitars; however, there are many other notable
instruments, and one in particular worth mentioning here. This instrument is a fairly
young one, only invented early in the twentieth century, but still remarkable in its
uniqueness: this instrument is the theremin. The theremin stands as far apart from
guitars as mechanically possible. Certainly there is an argument that electric guitars
have similar circuitry to a theremin, but one thing makes the theremin unique from all
other instruments. In as few words as possible: you don’t touch it. More technically
speaking, a theremin is played by the moving the hands near the instrument. The
theremin interprets this motion to produce different pitches electronically by means of
variable resonant circuits, which are widely discussed and beyond the scope of this book.
The theremin holds the title of being the only instrument that doesn't require touching
to play it. How does this have anything to do with guitars? Simple, guitars require
touching. It sounds obvious and maybe even a little funny to say it like that, but guitars
require touching—and lots of it. This is not meant to undermine the importance of
what follows, only to show how simple it is. It’s often the simple things that get
neglected. This passing over of the obvious has led to great pitfalls and disappointments
for both players and luthiers. It also raises the argument that the sense of touch is the
most important sense in guitar playing, and in guitar making.
In staying with the simple points of this discussion a few famous examples of musicians
demonstrating the need for a sense of touch before anything else are given here. Many
well known piano players, including Stevie Wonder and Ray Charles, play(ed)
beautifully, even though they cannot watch the keyboard. As well, there are famous
examples of guitarists including: Blind Lemon Jefferson, Jeff Healy, Doc Watson, and
Blind Willy McTell who also could not see their instruments. In each case the two senses
that direct a blind musician to make music are sound and touch. The sense of touch
would have to work in tandem with the auditory abilities to cover for what the eyes were
unable to offer. Possibly the most well-known story of a guitarist triumphing over
impairment is Django Reinhart. Django was a well regarded jazz guitarist from Belgium
who lived and performed during the first half of the twentieth century. Aside from being
one of the early European jazz greats, Django had use of only two fingers on his left

(fretting) hand, the result of an accident in his youth. This apparent disability limited
the chords and fingerings that Django would have been able to execute. Instead, he
created a sound so influential that his music is still being played, taught, and studied.
Tony Iommi of the English rock band Black Sabbath also suffered an accident that
limited the conventional use of his fretting hand. Tony, just like Django, would have
relied heavily on how the guitar felt in his hands to work out what he wanted to play and
in doing so helped lay the foundation for an entire genre of rock music. The final
example is one of piano playing, and is possibly the most famous example of all: the
story of the Romantic era composer Beethoven going deaf. Beethoven composed his
ninth symphony (think Ode to Joy) after his hearing was completely gone. How is it that
someone who cannot hear the music they are composing or playing—even just certain
parts of it—can still produce music? Could it be Beethoven had such a great memory
that he didn't need to hear the music to know how it sounded? Perhaps he visually knew
what music being played should look like, and how written sheet music should appear?
While many have studied Beethoven, and there are lots of opinions, it is clear his sense
of touch and the physical feelings associated with making music would have helped him
overcome an increasingly silent life. This extends beyond the myths of Beethoven
playing piano on the floor, or any other legends regarding his deafness. It would have
been muscle memory, the feel of pen in hand while composing, or the feel of the piano
keys beneath his fingers that were paramount in retaining his ability to continue
producing music. Clearly, the haptic relationships in all of these stories are heightened
examples of what every musician already experiences. During any guitar concert,
regardless of style or repertoire, many guitarists often take their eyes off the fretboard.
How can they do this? The sense of touch helps them see without actually looking, as
though they had another way to watch the frets.
The way we receive and understand music is a major consideration. Music by definition
is organized sound. Any odd or naturally occurring sound that has order or repetition
can be considered musical. Sound is something we normally don't see, it’s an invisible
phenomenon. This makes guitar playing that much more magical when both visual and
aural senses are working well. It is an evocative image to see somebody pick up a guitar
and cradle it as they begin to play and then a second later, music. It’s no wonder why the
recipe for a great guitar can shortened to only two main ingredients—wood and wonder.
It is this emphasis on the ears that has downplayed the need for touch. Focusing on our
ears, we as musicians, and as the audience, loose the haptic experience of music. What
18
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happens when listeners and musicians rely on only one sense to relate to music? They
begin to believe that it is the only sense needed to relate to music. Long discussions on
the existence of perfect or relative pitch point to this narrowed reasoning that the ears
are supreme, and exclusive, in understanding music. The ability to arbitrarily identify
musical notes, with or without any reference pitches, is not the only example of the ears
being given priority. Music majors at universities around the world are asked to take
numerous courses that center on listening. Admittedly, these students also must perform
on their chosen instrument, but with courses like ear training, music theory, and music
appreciation being offered each semester, clearly touch has become secondary to hear
when talking about musical experiences.

a poorly fretted note the guitarist slowly applies more pressure until the noise stops and
the note starts. Any additional force applied beyond this point is wasted effort. This
exercise is where many guitar students start. They learn to avoid the hand cramps and
understand what it feels like to play guitar. Some guitar pedagogies have students warm
up with an even simpler approach to the guitar. These methods begin with a series of
hand exercises where the player shifts fretting hand position only: making no effort to
play scales, or even pluck the strings. This is based on the idea that in Spanish the
phrase for “play the guitar” translates to “toca la guitarra” and that the Spanish verb Tocar
means to touch. The philosophy being that in the birthplace of the modern guitar
(Spain) the physical relationship with the guitar is paramount, and the language supports
that theory.

The act of listening to music may not require any tactile abilities, but the act of playing
the guitar does. Overall feelings about a guitar while playing influence the musical
experience; this is known as driver’s seat phenomenon, which is discussed further in chapter
five. Guitarists are aware of their sense of touch the moment they pick up a guitar.
Things such as instrument size, weigh, proportions, and musical application all inform
how the guitarist rationalizes their playing. A simple example is a guitarist struggling to
make the change between playing guitar and playing mandolin. The issue is not so much
because the tuning is backwards relative to the guitar, but because a mandolin neck is so
much smaller than a guitar neck that forming chords becomes difficult. This need for
touch and a spatial relationship with the guitar is the root of all guitar playing. The
experience all guitarists share regardless of age, culture, genre of music, type of guitar,
or formal (or informal) training is the feeling playing an actual note for the first time.
This feeling appears again with the first chord, and the first song, it is the mind
informing the player that the ears, eyes and fingers are working together—producing
something special. Unfortunately, for many guitarists as they progress their attention is
directed towards the aural aspect of their music. This practice makes music a more
inclusive and communal experience, though it does so at the expense of an intimate
tactile relationship with the guitar.

It is easy for luthiers to feel limited in what they can do to alter the touch of an existing
guitar. Minor adjustments or whole setups may feel like the end of the road for most
technicians; however, these repairs are paramount to maximizing the musical utility of a
guitar. The setting of string action, or the space between the strings and the frets, takes
two main forms: the action at the nut, and at the twelfth fret. The action at the nut is
controlled by the depth of string slots in the nut and has major influence over how the
guitar feels when played closest to the nut. Additionally, the action at the twelfth fret
dictates how the guitar plays further up the neck. Both of these, however, are dependent
upon the neck relief. Relief is used to describe the flatness of a neck. When the neck
bows up towards the strings (has back-bow) the action can still be acceptable at both the
nut and the twelfth fret, but is unplayable in between. Setting up a guitar for great
playability can best be described as a balancing act between the nut action, twelfth fret
action, and the neck relief. It is best thought of as a series of small imaginary right
triangles, with the longest side being the guitar string. It is up to the luthier to alter,
within the guitar’s limits, the way these little triangles change, relate to one another, and
how each player experiences them. Controlling for all three variables means the luthier
has more influence than their apparent limited role in the touch of a guitar.

It is possible for all guitarists to regain their haptic awareness, and it can be done with a
simple exercise. With a guitar in playing position the guitarist picks any fretted note and
prepares to play it. Here is the important part; they do not press the string down firmly
to make a clean sounding note. That’s right, the secret to understanding the sense of
touch in guitar playing starts with intentionally playing poorly. With fingers in place and

Luthiers building guitars have far more control over the sense of touch for a given
instrument than those who are only making repairs. From a design standpoint there are
many options a builder may use to alter the feel of a guitar. The scale length, for
example, will sway how the guitar feels in the fretting hand, and its effects are more
profound than most other variables. In the simplest terms, scale length will set how the

19
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guitar sounds and feels. Longer scale lengths will require the fingers to be further apart
or more arm motion to play a given piece of music. While shorter scale lengths may lead
to feeling cramped or uncomfortable for some players. Beyond scale length, most of how
a guitar feels comes in the remaining design of the neck and includes parameters such
as: neck width (at the nut and at the body joint), neck shaft profile, fretboard radius, and
fret size. A middle ground between setups and building new guitars comes in re-fretting.
Changes in fret wire size will certainly alter the feel of the guitar. Re-fretting, however, is
a time and labor intensive repair that may permanently alter an instrument’s musical
and monetary value. For these reasons, it should be thoughtfully considered, though it
does offer one more modification when dealing with the feel of a guitar with high
emotional, musical, or monetary value.
The ways luthiers and guitarists discuss the effects of touch is the final consideration.
When the time and effort spent designing and building a guitar is measured in months,
or even years, it is easy to speak in highly technical terms. Bearing this in mind, and
assuming the use of visual aids is an option, watching somebody play guitar contains a
wealth of information and numerous conversation starters. Most luthiers have
experienced people asking, demanding, and/or begging for the removal of a noise. In
most cases the problem is solved by watching and listening to the customer’s playing—
both normally and when they focus on their troubles. Luthiers and guitarists must use
caution because noises, and tactile deficiencies, can be like ghosts. A player can easily
become hypersensitive to issues to the point where only they experience them, and
luthiers can also fall into such holes. Starting any discussion with this in mind, guitarists
should play as they would if their guitar was free from problems. When noises are the
focus, only noises will be heard—haptic matters are the same. What does buzz
mitigation have to do with the sense of touch? Everything. The most common source of
extraneous noise is technique. In this example, both guitarists and luthiers pay close
attention to the physical process of playing the guitar, of touching the guitar. When they
consider how the guitarist’s body interacts with the instrument while playing, and do not
just look for trouble, much is revealed. Approaching the guitar in this manner satisfies
the wants and needs of both guitarist and luthier. It is this tactile relationship that helps
them see without actually looking.

21

Chapter 4
So Many Shades of Brown:
A Look at How We Discuss Color
Modern life has many examples of small difficulties: the sort of sticky problems that are
not life changing, nation forming, mind altering, or even all that spiritually involved.
These tiny issues are more nuisance than trouble. Take home renovation projects, for
example. There is often some unforeseen expense, or some last minute change of plan
that causes friction. Maybe there is a shortage of materials, or the store ran out of the
tools needed to finish the job. Perhaps, for some readers, software updates or
smartphone storage limits are more relatable. These are not really problems when major
national or global issues are included in the list of things affecting people. And certainly
these things hold no candle to any traumatic event. What all of these things share is
their small size and errors in translation as a root cause. Small errors, though apparently
innocent, can lead to great disappointment. This is precisely what happens most often
when guitarists and luthiers discuss colors; there are errors in translation, and tiny
moments of confusion, that lead to mixed feelings, diminished trust, and neglected
guitars. Thankfully here’s an opportunity to look deeply at colorful language without
using any curse words.
Let’s start discussing color difficulties with this chapter’s title hue, brown. There are so
many shades of brown that a complete cataloging of all the various hues and shades
would best be reserved for a color theory textbook. Brown is often present when
discussing guitars because most wood is some shade of brown. These browns come in
light, dark, very dark, or medium just to name a few. Shades of brown are often
identified as colors such as: umber, almond, biscuit, burnt (or raw) sienna, fawn, beige,
tan, sepia, and taupe to provide some examples. There really is nothing wrong with
brown as a color, and it works well in many mediums from children’s crayons, to
sweaters, and especially guitars. The only real issue is the bland and dull connotations
that brown evokes. For some reason, brown is just not a lively sounding color, it’s more
of the mundane, everyday kind of color—like gray. This alone is reason enough to find
different words to break up the boring feeling and make brown appear more interesting.
A classic technique for dealing with the brownness of something is to relate it to food.
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Chapter 8
Define Flat:
Finding a Benchmark
Where to start? Not this chapter, but where to start in general. A Logical (albeit cheeky)
response to that question is at the beginning, of course. But where is the beginning?
These questions, and the question of how to answer them, easily become philosophical,
even metaphysical; the solutions can be problematic in the best case scenario. Luthiers
and guitarists writ large need not dabble in the spiritual arts to gain such insight. All
that is needed is a frame of reference—a benchmark. But what is a benchmark? In the
most literal sense of the word it is a mark on a bench intended to be referenced at a later
date. This is similar to an old cabinetmaker’s trick for copying a set of drilled holes.
Using what is called a “story-stick” the woodworker marks where the existing holes
should be on a simple template and then can copy them onto another piece at a later
time, assuming this template is labeled properly. A more useful definition of benchmark
is a standard point of reference against which things can be compared. The idea again
being that people can refer back to benchmarks at a later date and access some
standardized information. Another useful, and less abstract, idea is a frame of reference.
The term contains the word frame, making it easier to understand. Much like the frame
around a painting, a frame of reference encloses some space, it sets parameters; it is
what mathematicians call initial conditions. Within these parameters things can be
observed, and judgements can be made. For guitars, the most important frame of
reference that any guitarist or luthier should be wholly comfortable discussing is the
concept of flatness. Using flat as a benchmark insures that there is a solid, reliable, and
objective point from which guitar design, construction, and repair can begin. Without
flat, the luthier and the guitarist are essentially standing barefoot in a dark room full of
mousetraps. Defining Flat won’t remove the mousetraps, but it does turn on the lights.
So what is flat? It should be easy enough to define, despite being fairly abstract. In its
simplest form flat means free from lumps, bumps, or dents; it means being uniform.
Often flat is associated with being level, or plumb, even though it does not rely on any
specific orientation. This dispels the other common association that flat must mean a
horizontal surface without bumps or dents. Clearly, horizontal orientation is not always
necessary as there are many flat walls and even

A-frame houses with flat roofs. Compounding the misunderstanding is the use of flat to
describe other things such as flattened notes and flat tires, neither of these really help
the guitar discussion like true flat does. So how is true flat defined? Is it horizontal or
vertical only? No, a geometric plane can be flat and in any position imaginable, just as
much as a roof or wall can be called flat. Also, while many carpenters rely on level and
plumb to ensure solid assemblies, flat is not limited to straight lines along walls or floors.
Must true flat be rectangular in shape to be flat? No, as most woodworkers are aware,
square corners do not promise flat surfaces. While square and flat are equally important
in practice, flat is—at least conceptually—a more foundational idea. Returning to
geometry for a moment, we can find a simple and approachable definition of flat. When
looking at different three-dimensional objects, the sphere stands out for several reasons.
First, a sphere has the lowest ratio of surface area to volume, a remarkable trait that
underlies guitar geometry. Secondly, and most important to this discussion, a perfect
sphere has a flat surface. Think about that for a moment, a perfectly flat curve is a mind
twister and a non sequitur if there ever was one. The surface of a sphere must curve
equally in all axes at equal rates, it is uniform, making it a flat curve. Some practical
examples of the sphere might aid in explaining exactly what flat is. A tennis ball,
baseball, or bowling ball for example, are not flat because of seams or holes. A bocce
ball (or billiard ball) on the other hand is smooth and uniform without any seams, holes,
lumps, bumps, or dents. Beyond that simple definition of flat comes the truth, the
surface of a bocce ball is continuous, it is even and without flaw or change. That is flat:
a surface that is uniform and continuous without flaw.
Now that flat has been defined clearly, its importance in lutherie can be explored in
depth. Flat provides a frame of reference, a reliable benchmark. That means one
unavoidable thing: flat means the luthier knows something. Again, without knowing
something a luthier, a guitarist, or anybody (regardless of skill) is in the dark making
guesses. Flat becomes the answer to the questions at the opening of this chapter. Where
to start? Start with Flat. Where is the beginning? It all begins with flat—everything
starts with flat. While it is easy to soapbox for the importance of flatness, its true use to
the guitar shows up more in practice than in theory. It must be understood that while
flat means knowing something it does not guarantee success; the skills and knowledge of
materials and practices must complete the task, be it building a guitar or playing one.
The only thing flat (as a frame of reference) supplies is a solid foundation.
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The luthier is charged with understanding, identifying, and maintaining flatness in the
shop and in the materials used to build and service guitars.Within the shop, the luthier
must have flat surfaces upon which to work. Tools, machines, and other fixtures must be
flat for their appropriate tasks. A jointer used to machine raw pieces of wood illustrates
this point clearly. Jointer knives must have a flat edge, be of equal height to each other,
and be coplanar. This machine also requires that the tables on either side of the knives
be flat and be set to parallel planes. Without all of these parameters being flat a jointer
will never produce a flat surface on any piece of wood, and no amount of use or
technique will help. Chisel and knife sharpening also require a high level of flatness, and
further demonstrate the importance of flatness. A luthier with sharpening hones that are
not flat will not be able to sharpen their tools to the razor’s edge they desire. Yes, they
will get close, but at the cost of time, effort, and modifying their use of the tool to
accommodate inconsistent sharpening and faulty equipment.
Providing context for guitarists without wood shop experience can be difficult at times;
however, flat has many parallels in other experiences. Most guitarists alter their tone,
often using technique, string choice, and (for amplified players) electronic EQ settings.
When tone sculpting with EQ , it is best to start with all controls at their midpoints; this
effectively flattens the guitar’s frequency response. Doing this provides a benchmark, a
frame of reference. There’s a reason an EQ set to zero is considered to be flat—it is the
aural equivalent of a flat surface. The flat EQ is a baseline, a starting point, from which
guitarists can build their tone.
Beyond tone-shaping, shop machines, and woodworking tools, guitarists and luthiers will
need a certain level of flatness within the guitar itself. Any acoustic guitar with a radius
built into the top (or back) will need that curvature to be continuous and free of flaws:
that curve needs to be flat. Along with the top and back, the builder must make sure that
the same arching is applied evenly to the glue surfaces on the sides of the guitar body,
and any internal bracing. This essentially insures that the glue joint is flat, and thus
more secure. The increased security comes from an effective increase in the surface area
of the glue joint, and a decreased need for the glue to be cohesive—or be able to fill
gaps. These points hold true of preparing to attach a set (or glued-in) neck. The neck
joint must have matching flat surfaces both in the body and on the neck. Doing this
provides maximum energy transfer from body to neck, improves instrument stability, and
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extends the life of the joint. Further up the neck, fretwork relies heavily on the condition
of flatness. When the line that runs along the top of all of the frets is not flat there will
be fret buzz as a string hits the taller frets and misses the lower ones. In extreme cases,
some notes may be missed entirely if the fret plane is not flat. String slots in the nut (or
string nut) function as designed when the bottom of the slot has a flat radius matching
the strings, and is free from defects, sloping continuously towards the tuning machines.
Lastly, and during setup, utilizing an adjustable truss rod—when available—to flatten a
neck offers a good starting point for a luthier searching for the ideal setup parameters
for a given customer. There are countless other examples of the importance of flatness
and how it affects every part of the guitar. In all of these examples one thing is clear: the
luthier, or the guitarist, knows something objective that can’t be argued or debated. If
things are flat, they simply are. No need for questions, discussion, or debate. From this
point everything is possible.
A closer a look at techniques and methods for achieving flat would be beneficial to both
luthiers and guitarists. The search for flat always starts with measurement. When flatness
is measured it is generally done so indirectly; this entails is measuring the amount of
deviation of a surface. There are a variety of ways to do this, each with a certain level
of skill involved. At the highest end of the search for flat are shop fixtures known as
surface plates. Larger ones are prohibitively expensive and likely to be too much tool for
most guitar shops. Generally speaking, surface plates are large blocks, commonly granite,
that have been specially milled and processed to be as flat as possible. A machine shop,
for example, may have a Grade B toolroom surface plate with a tolerance of 0.0001
inches—most human hair is 0.004 inches thick. This level of control of flatness again
may be a bit much for most luthiers. A more reasonable solution is ensuring that the
tables on any woodworking machines are of a high quality cast iron, are flat, and are
well maintained. Things like bandsaw, jointer, and table saw tables can be checked for
flatness in house with a reliable straightedge, quality feeler gauges, and the correct
techniques. There are companies that specialize in milling equipment surfaces, though
these, like surface plates, tend to be expensive and time consuming.
A simple alternative is to acquire a flat diamond hone for sharpening purposes. If it is
well cared for, it should last a lifetime and remain flat. This provides flat sharpening
equipment, and a means for referencing the flatness of other hand tools. Lastly, the
luthier with access to a jointer can make blocks that are flat. Kiln dried and well
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seasoned Hard Maple (or any species with a hardness over 1400 lbf and a T:R ratio of
2.1 or less) works well for this. This solution is especially handy if the luthier owns said
working jointer, then when the wood blocks become un-flat—and they will—they can be
easily returned to flatness. Lastly, one technical consideration with one more
specification: if the luthier has a diamond hone, or a machine surface, within a tolerance
of ±0.001” that should be adequate.
The entire flat discussion does not end with the luthier’s shop. There are two places on
the guitar neck that the guitarist can easily check for flat to keep an eye on any service
their instrument may need. The first is the flatness of the frets. Each fret should be
parabolic in shape, and at a height equal to the others. Over time, playing certain songs
or scales will wear the frets unevenly, when fret buzz shows up in these spots it is a sign
that a leveling, shaping, and polishing of the frets is due. This procedure is known as a
fret dress and is not uncommon. It is an easy procedure, pending there is sufficient fret
material to level and shape. A guitarist that monitors their frets for dents, flat spots, or
grooves can save themselves money by avoiding partial or total re-fretting. Along with
the flatness of the frets the guitarist can check the how flat the fretboard (the playing
surface of the neck) is by simply using the string as a straight edge. With the guitar in
the playing position fretting the first fret and the fret at the body joint on the 6th (or low
E string) creates a straightedge. The guitarist can then look at the space between the
frets and the string, best measured at the seventh fret. That space is known as relief. A
little relief is usually a good thing, bass guitar necks play better with it, and too much—
or a bending towards the strings—can cause buzzes and other troubles. An informed
guitarists can make informed requests. When a guitarist understands what it means to
have a “flat neck” or “flattened frets” they can specify their needs more clearly. As long
as guitarists do not tell their luthiers how to repair their guitar, this expanded
understanding helps both parties. It provides clarity and efficiency: something both
luthiers and guitarists value greatly.
Taking an abstract idea like flatness and distilling it down to something more
approachable is a large task; however, when guitarists and luthiers understand flat, and
use it as a reference, things becomes much easier. Building, repairing, and playing guitar
can be a like standing in a dark room full of mousetraps: at least flat turns on the lights.
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Chapter 9
Humidity:
What Water Vapor Means to the Guitar
Guitars normally do not appear wet, damp, moist, or to have much to do with water in
any visible way. This fact is true enough that most guitarists do everything they can to
keep their instruments dry, acting quickly when something is spilt on them—both of
which are good ideas.
The discussions between guitarists and luthiers generally only include water when
describing humidity and its relationship to the guitar. Of course, there are other aspects
of the guitar that may involve water such as water-borne finishes (that use water as a
solvent), or simple guitar cleaning techniques (using warm soapy water). Both of those
examples are fairly well understood, widely discussed, and beyond the scope of this
chapter. The focus of this chapter is the long, often mislead, conversations surrounding
water in the air. The discussion, and mythology, regarding what humidity means is
ongoing; its focus is blurred by lots of opinion and little fact. Guitarists are left with a
variety of implied views on the ways humidity affects a guitar. These views range from
humidity being no big deal, to a belief that every little droplet of water in the air is out
to wreak havoc on all guitars. The space between extremes is usually where the truth
lives; humidity, and how to control it, is no different. The hardest part, and the first step,
is knowing what’s going on. Once a baseline is established, taking action makes sense
and is much easier.
Humidity is a term used almost as freely as fretboard or strings by guitarists and luthiers
alike. That is fine, if everybody understands what is being discussed. Without mutual
understanding the concepts or methods for humidity control, or what the reading on a
hygrometer means, become superfluous information at best. A large frame of reference
is needed to begin dispelling myths and focusing on practical matters.
Air has things (bits of matter) in it, including (for various reasons) water vapor. The
measurement of the actual amount of water vapor in the air is known as absolute humidity.
It is the total amount of moisture in the air, and it varies with temperature. This amount
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A Luthier’s Thesaurus

Introduction
This section, for which the book is titled, was born of a need for clarity and consistency.
There is one thing that isn’t taught in lutherie school, and remains a major problem in
the guitar world today—nobody understands one another. The focus of the last twelve
chapters, and the index that follows is to provide clarity and foster a certain lucid
understanding among all lovers of guitars.
This thesaurus may appear unwieldy at first; however, there is a framework to make it
more manageable. As a rule, this reference section is in alphabetical order, a widely
understood and easy-to-use structure. More importantly though, it is broken into
sections that are arranged alphabetically as well. Along with each major term comes a
brief description, much like in a dictionary. The real benefit comes from having these
dictionary type reference points presented along with their synonyms. This list may
never be complete, and some terms may fall out of fashion as others come into use.
Again, the focus isn’t a set-in-stone type glossary that is unchanging and irreplaceable.
Instead, this provides a foundation for clarity and as many reference points as possible.

Section 1
Anatomy, Body Parts, and Components
1.A) Body
Action Screw(s)
Small machine screws typically found on electric guitar bridge saddles. Some acoustic
guitars have two screws for adjusting either end of a single saddle (for all six strings).
These screws raise and lower the saddles to adjust the string action at the twelfth fret.
Adjustable with Allen (hex), Phillips, or flat screw drivers. Synonyms: saddle screws,
saddle height screws
Back
The area of any guitar that either rests against, or faces, the body of the guitarist. This
area is opposite the surface containing the bridge and strings. The back may have access
covers for electronics or hardware, or ferrules for ball end type strings.
Synonyms: backside, bottom, rear
Binding
Any material inlayed along the parameter of a major part of the guitar. Commonly
found around acoustic guitar tops and backs, on electric guitar tops, around fretboards,
and around headstocks. Occasionally some pick guards or acoustic guitar bridges will
have binding as well. Mainly composed of plastic or wood, and typically selected for
contrast in appearance with the adjacent surfaces. It is glued in to a channel routed into
the wood, and may be of many layers. Serves to protect the edges, mitigate moisture
exchange (in acoustics) and offer decorative embellishments. Synonyms: bindings,
purfling, purflings, trim
Body
The largest component of any guitar, and the most visually identifiable, the body is the
main structural element of the guitar. It is the where the bridge is mounted to terminate
the speaking length of the strings. Any additional electronic controls, pick guards, or
other features that aid in the strumming or picking of the strings are found on the body.
Acoustic guitar bodies are generally constructed from wood with tonal, weight, and
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Side Dots
Similar in design, function, and installation to fret markers, these small dots are installed
on the bass side edge of the fretboard to be visible to the player. Typically of plastic,
though other more elaborate materials have been employed.
Synonyms: fret dots, position dots, position markers, side markers
Truss Rod
Installed in a channel cut into the neck shaft and concealed by the fretboard this rod
serves to stiffen and strengthen the neck. Early examples were single nonadjustable
pieces of steel, made from either hollow squared tubes or solid bar stock. An
improvement is the “single action” truss rods that can only be tightened to decrease
relief in the neck. Modern electric and acoustic guitars are often fitted with “double
action” truss rods that use two rods, welded together at one end, thus allowing for
increasing or decreasing the amount of relief in a guitar neck. Generally, classical
guitars have nonadjustable truss rods, though that is not always the case.
Synonyms: truss, support rod, neck rod, double-action truss rod, single-action truss
rod, support rod

Section 2
Colors
Note: the following basic definitions of common colors were left intentionally vague, as to minimize any
influence on opinion. As well, the way these colors are perceived is not the same for all, this alone makes defining
them a difficult task. Due to this variation in perception the reader must interpret colors themselves, and the
author assumes no liability for misaligned color based expectations.

Black
The darkest color possible, much like the absence of light or any other color.
Synonyms: carbon black, black-as-night, jet black
Alternatives: black coffee, ebony, lampblack, soot

Blue
One of the three primary colors, appearing between green and purple, and often used to
illustrate water in visual arts. Common examples of blue things include a clear sky, or
the precious stone sapphire.
Synonyms: azure, cobalt blue, navy blue, sapphire
Alternatives: baby blue, powder blue, indigo, robin’s egg blue, sky blue

Brown
One of the least appealing in sound and also one of the most common, especially in
guitars. Often associated with old or dead organic material, soil, and tree bark, it also is
generally produced by painters blending the three primary colors (red, yellow, and blue).
Synonyms: beige, dark brown, light brown, medium brown, sienna, tan, umber
Alternatives: biscuit, chestnut, chocolate, cinnamon, cocoa, mocha, toast, toffee
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Section 3
Construction Terms
3.A) Building Terms
Angled Headstock
A traditional method for attaching the headstock to the neck, often using a scarf joint
though in some cases necks are simply cut from sufficiently thick lumber. Joinery can be
simple or complex and often contains a volute and/or head plate, improving strength
and aesthetics. Angled headstocks are tilted backwards and away from the plane of the
fretboard to ensure proper down bearing for good sting termination at the nut.
Synonyms: angled peg-head, bent headstock, tilted headstock
Arched
A term generally referring to guitar components with a specific arc or radius, most
commonly used to describe a guitar top or back that is carved into a multi-axis arched
shape. This method of top and back thicknessing is very much in line with violin family
construction methods requiring thick billets of wood shaped down to final dimensions.
Synonyms: arc, arch-top, carved, crowned, domed, radius(ed), violin-style
Armrest
A recent addition to flattop acoustic guitar construction, that utilizes a relieved area of
the bass side lower bout to improve playing comfort. Usually taking the form of a curved
surface that removes material from both the top and the adjacent side, many examples
are made from visually contrasting woods for aesthetic purposes.
Synonyms: arm-relief, elbow rest, rest
Bent
A construction method most commonly applied to acoustic guitar sides, also used to
describe the method for assembling laminated tops or backs for semi-hollow bodied
guitars. Often achieved with the use of steam and other tools, bending allows for thin
stock to be curved without the need for excess waste. Exact methods for bending depend
on maker, design, and tooling. Synonyms: curve, steam bent, steam curved

Bolt-on Neck
A misnomer as most common bolt-on necks (at least electric ones) utilize wood screws,
not machine-thread cap screws. This method affixes the neck to the body by means of
screws that secure a flat neck heel and flat neck pocket together. Modifications and
alterations do exist. As well, bolt-on neck technology in acoustic guitars has far
surpassed the lowly status it once held as a sign of low cost and low quality.
Synonyms: bolt-down, bolted, screwed-in, screwed-on
Book-matched
A method of milling wood for acoustic guitar tops, backs, or sides, also found on electric
guitars with decorative tops. The method involves splitting (or sawing) a given board in
half, to provide two pieces of equal surface area and half the thickness of the original
piece. These two pieces are then glued edge to edge, much like one would open a book,
providing a line of symmetry along the glue joint. It offers many benefits to the build
including, homogeneity in grain across the glue line for visual and potential acoustic use,
and potential cost savings as book matching allows for the use of more narrow lumber.
Synonyms: booked, matched, mirrored
Carved
Any surface on a guitar that has been intentionally made un-flat by design. Specifically it
refers often to necks, neck heels, tops, and braces. While it evokes romantic imagery,
many builders utilize power tools and/or wood working machines to carve guitar parts.
Synonyms: cut, hand-carved, radius(ed), scalloped, scooped, shaped, tapered
Contoured (elbow cut and/or belly cut)
Generally used to describe solid body electric guitars that have been carved for ease of
use and visual appeal. Contouring appears most often on the front lower bass-side bout
(known as an elbow-cut) and on the back bass-side waist (known as a belly-cut) with both
often appearing together. These areas allow the guitar to sit closer to the player’s body,
and are found in various sizes and shapes. Synonyms: armrest, belly-cut, carved, cut,
elbow-cut, sculpted, shaped
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Steel
A guitar that is generally played on the lap when seated, or as part of a table-like
assembly in the case of pedal steel guitars. The strings generally face towards the sky
and the player uses a slide (often metal or glass) to depress the strings and change pitch,
no actual fretting of notes is done. Pedal steel variations may include one, two, or four
necks, While lap steel versions typically resemble either electric or acoustic guitars with
square necks. These have been used in Hawaiian music, as well as country and other
western styles. Synonyms: lap steel, Hawaiian, pedal steel

Section 4
Materials
Disclaimer:
The tools, equipment, and materials used in finishing, inlaying, glueing, metalworking, plastic-working, and
woodworking present risks of damage to property and/or injury, and specialized tools, training, caution, and personal
protective equipment are required for safe and legal practice. These activities may involve exposure to harsh chemicals
and great caution is advised. The author makes no claim to certify readers in the safe and legal use of the materials
listed in this section. Readers proceed with these and related activities at their own risk.

4.A) Finishes
Acrylic
A film finish that may or may not contain two parts (a finish and a catalyst). This finish
resists both yellowing and cracking, and is a good choice for clear finishes. Being solvent
based it does require special tools, methods, and materials. Synonyms: acrylic lacquer,
CAB-acrylic lacquer
Catalyzed Finish
A catchall phrase to explain that a finish cures to a dry film by chemical process and not
merely by the solvents evaporating. When in use the finish must be mixed not only with
solvent, but with a specific ratio of a third chemical that will spur and accelerate the
curing. Synonyms: catalyzed lacquer, catalyzed varnish, pre-cat finish, pre-catalyzed
Conversion Varnish
A specific type of catalyzed finish that is widely used in the furniture and cabinetmaking industries. High volumes of solids in conversion varnish mean that it takes fewer
coats to complete the finishing process, though it may crack if applied too thick.
Synonyms: catalyzed varnish
Dye
A concentrated color, often liquid but also available as a powder, used to tint or color
finishes. Used to either stain bare wood, or to tint the finish being applied. Generally
will penetrate deeper into bare wood for richer more even color. Often found in solution
with pigments. Synonyms: dye-powder, dye-stain, stain
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T/R Ratio
A dimensionless measurement of the relationship between different rates of shrinkage in
a given species of wood. As wood dries out and looses water it will also decrease in
volume. This decrease occurs at a different rate parallel to the grain than it does
perpendicularly to it. Referencing the T/R ratio allows luthiers to select woods that
expand and contract in a fairly uniform manner. Synonyms: none

Section 5
Noises And Sounds
This section is the basis for this entire book as naming sounds not only requires linguistic
acrobatics, but it is also full of emotion. Describing the experience of perceived sound
can be anything from joyous to agonizing. Luthiers and guitarists alike require quick
information for such subjects. For this reason long definitions and synonyms are omitted
from this section.

5.A) Noises

Buzzes
Like bees or other winged insects, metallic in nature, similar to power tools, or
kazoo-like
Chirps
Like a cricket, a short intermittent noise that doesn’t last long enough to have tonal
characteristics
Clicks
Similar to chirps, may be less organic in sound and more reminiscent of snapping
fingers, or sounds from desktop computer mice
Dings
Bell like sounds associated with doorbells, or small appliances. Generally short lived in
volume with varying tone
Extraneous Sound(s)
A catchall term for any irrelevant sound emanating from the instrument or the amplifier,
may or may not be louder than the desired sounds and often has varied causes
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Sections 6
Repair Terms
Action Setting
An adjustment, or series of adjustments, generally made at the bridge of the guitar to
alter the height of the strings relative to the fretboard. Action measurements are taken
between the apex of the twelfth fret and the underside of the string. Dependent upon
guitar this may involve turning screws or using shims, and may or may not be applicable
to individual strings. Its effect is most notable when playing beyond the first position.
Synonyms: action adjustment, string action adjustment, string height adjustment
Adjustment(s)
A catchall term used for altering but not replacing a component of the guitar. Often the
basis of a setup, and may also be applicable to electronics or hardware service.
Synonyms: alter, customize, mod, modify, regulate, setup, tailor, tune-up
Backfill Nut Slot(s)
Describing the process of filling one or more string slots in a nut for the purpose of reslotting at the appropriate depth. Generally slots are filled with a mixture of glue and
dust of material matching the nut. This is hazardous and should not be attempted
without proper equipment and training. Also a repair often used to avoid replacing an
otherwise functional nut. Synonyms: fill and re-slot nut, fill nut slots
Binding Loose/Repairs
A collection of various repairs that may or may not involve hazardous materials, heat,
risk of fire, and/or wholesale replacement of the binding in question. Often discussed
on vintage instruments or ones that have been dramatically affected by climatic
fluctuations Synonyms: none
Block Tremolo
A repair technique used to halt the motion of an electric guitar tremolo bridge.
Typically a small wooden block is installed between the tremolo block and the guitar
body, thus limiting the motion of the bridge. May be blocked in one direction or both
dependent upon the guitarist’ s needs. Synonyms: brace tremolo, secure tremolo, stop
tremolo

Brace Ends are Loose
Only occurring on fully hollow guitars with braces (on the top or back) most often seen
on flattop acoustic guitars. Appearing as the end of the brace coming loose from the
plate to which it is glued, if left untreated it can extend further to the rest of the brace,
or others and becomes more difficult to repair properly.
Synonyms: loose braces, loose ends
Brace(s) Cracked
Often the result of a traumatic impact to the instrument or as a function of insufficient
materials or excessive string tension for a given guitar. Appearing as a structural failure
of the brace and often associated with a buzzing sound, this too will only get worse if
left un-repaired. Synonyms: broken brace, broken strut, cracked strut
Bridge Plate Replacement
The process of removing and replacing the bridge plate in flattop acoustic guitars.
Performed when the plate longer functions as intended and completed without removing
the top. Often considered a major repair, it must be approached with great caution.
Synonyms: new bridge plate
Bridge Remove and Re-glue
In acoustic guitars with fixed bridges a repair that aims to resolve the lifting or warping
of the bridge. As the bridge begins to pull away from the top (as a function of string
tension) great damage can result to both the bridge and the top if action is not taken.
Often involving un-gluing the bridge, resurfacing the glue joint, and reattaching the
bridge in its correct location, should also include setup work.
Synonyms: bridge re-glue, bridge rework, bridge R&R
Broken Headstock
Most often a misnomer in that the damage is most likely at the joint between the
headstock and the neck, though occasionally damage in the form of cracks, chips or
missing pieces is found on the headstock itself. Regularly this sort of repair is found as a
result of fragile design or construction, and specifically caused by undue stress, impacts,
falls, bumps, or other blunt trauma to the headstock. Often repaired with small splints, it
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Shim Nut or Saddle
The installation of a thin and semi rigid piece of incompressible material beneath the
nut or, in acoustic guitars, the saddle. This serves to effectively raise the string action at
either point, and in varying amounts, dependent upon shim thickness, taper, and
placement. Shims may or may not be glued in place dependent upon the guitar’s needs.
Synonyms: raise the nut or saddle
Touch-Up Finish
In cases where most of the guitar’s finish is acceptable, and/or refinishing is impossible,
small localized touch-up repairs may be completed. The first goal of these repairs
should be to secure the surrounding finish and protect the wood beneath it. Second to
this is a need to blend in color and sheen to make the repaired area as aesthetically
pleasing as possible. May use burn-in, or drop-fill techniques, or other methods
borrowed from refinishing. Synonyms: burn-in, drop-fill, finish repairs, touch-ups
Truss Rod Adjustment
In most modern necks (classical guitars are generally omitted, though some new
examples have adjustable necks) an adjustable steel rod is present for the means of
keeping the neck straight. Adjustments can be made to these rods with various tools,
dependent upon the type of truss rod present. Tightening these rods will force the neck
straight, or curving towards the strings, while loosening allows the neck to bend away
from the strings. This arc is known as relief, and setting relief is the first adjustment
made in a setup. In certain cases this adjustment can be made alone, though it normally
affects the rest of the setup. Synonyms: adjust neck, set relief

Section 7
Wood
The discussion of which woods are most suitable for the any aspect of lutherie could
comprise an entire book on its own; however, for the sake of simplicity this section has
been limited to a select group of species common to most North American luthiers. The
woods listed here are presented in alphabetical order (by common name) and include
examples used in the production of both acoustic and electric guitars.
This list may never be complete. The choices for materials are essentially limitless and
constantly in flux. Some woods listed here are no longer used in lutherie due to overharvesting, but are presented as historic examples alongside their modern—and
potentially sustainable—successors. Beyond environmental concerns some species simply
come into, and fall out of, fashion as tastes and supplies change.
Lastly, the following descriptions intentionally omit tonal language. The use of any
subjective phrases to label a given species of wood as having a particular tone
undermines the work and skill required to design and build great sounding guitars, this
book, and lutherie writ large. Elaborate accounts of tonal qualities for any species could
heavily influence reader’s opinions—which runs counter to the goals of this book.
Instead, luthiers and guitarists are encouraged to experiment for themselves and
compare notes with one another.

Disclaimer:
The tools, equipment, and materials of woodworking present risks of damage to property and/or injury, and
woodworking requires specialized training, caution, and personal protective equipment for safe and legal practice. The
author makes no claim to certify readers in the safe and legal use of the materials listed in this section.
Readers proceed with any woodworking activities at their own risk.
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Woods by Common Name
Alder (Alnus Rubra)
Alder is a hardy tree native to the Pacific Northwest, deciduous in nature and growing to
roughly 100 feet in dense stands. Its wood is widely available and used in numerous
industries. The wood is typically straight grained with small closed pores, an even
texture, and a similar appearance between heartwood and sapwood. Its color is often
pale tan or creamy white, similar to birch though with more red hues. Often used for
electric guitar bodies. Synonyms: Red Alder, Western Alder

Ash, Swamp
Not an actual species of tree, instead referring to any member of the Fraxinus genus that
grew in swampy, moist, or overly wet areas. See White Ash below.

Ash, White (Fraxinus Americana)
A tree native to the eastern half of the United States that is known for its long life, tall
stature and purple autumn foliage. A recent victim of insect infestation the ash
population is considered at risk by many, though not officially marked as such. The wood
from these trees is often used in sporting equipment and electric guitar bodies—some
acoustic examples do exist. The wood has a wide and varied grain with open pores that
lend to a distinct aesthetic unless filled. A pale brown or tan color persists that also takes
a variety of stains well. It is a relatively heavy and hard wood that is known to bend well
and be quite machinable. Synonyms: Eastern Ash, Northern Ash, Swamp Ash

Basswood (Tilia Americana)
A deciduous tree native to the all but the most southern areas of the United States and
often found in mixed forests. A tall densely crowned tree with a straight trunk that has
been cultivated both for lumber and ornamentation. As a wood it is soft and light, with
even grain and texture, and is easily worked. These traits, along with its availability,
make it a commonly used material for electric guitar bodies. Other uses include, tail
blocks, acoustic back braces, kerfings, purflings and bindings.
Synonyms: American Basswood, American Lime, Lime, Linden
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Birch, yellow (Betula Alleghaniensis)
Growing throughout mixed forests in eastern North America it is a sturdy yet slow
growing tree that is important to both commercial lumber industries and natural
wildlife. Early season Birch twigs are aromatic and the trees can be tapped for sap like
Maples. As a wood, it is often used in lieu of Maple and also is used in making plywoods.
The tight even grain and small pores make working it easy, though it is fairly heavy and
moderately hard. Its appearance is often plain with colors of pale reddish brown to near
white. It often appears in guitars as laminated tops (or backs) of semi-hollow or
completely hollow guitars and it may be used for necks, though it isn’t often found in
that application. Synonyms: Birch

Bubinga (Guibourtia Demeusei)
An exotic tree native to the dense rainforests of Africa. Mature examples are massive by
all measures: growing straight to heights of 130 feet with a diameter of 6 feet at the
base, these trees also weigh several tons. The massiveness of Bubinga trees has made
logging them difficult or impossible in the past. As a lumber it is equally heavy and
dense. It has a hardness that makes workability troublesome, and may dull tools. Its
appearance is dark reddish brown, with variations in the grain and medium sized pores.
Often seen as acoustic guitar back and sides, fretboards, bridges or bindings.
Synonyms: Kevazingo

Cedar, Port Orford (Chamaecyparis Lawsoniana)
A tree found in a very limited portion of the Pacific Northwest with inland populations
less common than the costal ones. A long lived and tall conifer that typically grows with
other conifers in areas of high moisture. As a lumber, and like most cedars, it is very soft
and easily worked. Appearing a pale amber or yellow to near white initially it is known
to darken slightly with age. Being heavier than other cedars it has been used for
electrical poles, boats and various other industrial uses. In lutherie, its use is primarily
found in acoustic guitar tops, typically steel string flattop models. Its lightweight and
stiff nature also make it well suited to some acoustic guitar neck applications.
Synonyms: Lawson Cypress, Lawson’s False Cypress
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Appendix 1
Tables of Wood Characteristics and Uses
Table 1.1 Guitar Woods by Use
Domestics

Exotics

Alternatives

Bubinga
Cocobolo
Mahogany, Honduran
Mahogany, other
Pear
Paduk
Rosewood, East Indian*
Wenge
Zebrawood

Ash, White
Butternut

Mahogany, Honduran
Mahogany, other

Cypress (Bald)
Douglas Fir
Maple, soft
Pine, Western White

Table 1.1 Guitar Woods by Use

Electrics Alder
Ash, White
Basswood
Maple, Hard
Poplar

Exotics

Alternatives

Maple, Hard
Cedar, Port Orford

Mahogany, Honduran
Mahogany, other
Purpleheart
Rosewood, East Indian*
Spanish Cedar

Cherry, Black
Sapele
Walnut, Black
Wenge

European Spruce
Mahogany, Honduran
Mahogany, other

Butternut
Douglas Fir
Sugar Pine
Pine, Western White

Cocobolo
Ebony, African
Purpleheart
Rosewood, East Indian*

Maple, Hard
Hop Hornbeam
Or any similar exotic
species

Any similar exotic
species

Hickory
Hop Hornbeam
Or any similar exotic
species

Cocobolo
Ebony, African
Or any similar exotic
species

Black Locust
Hop Hornbeam
Hickory
Or any similar exotic
species

Necks

Bodies
Acoustic Backs Cherry, Black
and sides Cypress, Monterey
Maple, Hard
Walnut, Black

Domestics

Parts
Braces Cedar, Port Orford
Cedar, Western Red
Spruce, Adirondack
Spruce, Engleman
Spruce, Sitka

Bridges None widely used

Bridge Plates Maple, Hard
Tops (Acoustic) Cedar, Port Orford
Cedar, Western Red
Redwood
Spruce, Adirondack
Spruce, Engleman
Spruce, Sitka

Tops (Electric) Maple, Hard
Walnut, Black

European Spruce
Mahogany, Honduran
Mahogany, other

Butternut
Douglas Fir
Pine, Western White
Fretboard Maple, Hard
Pear

Cocobolo
Wenge
Zebrawood

Most any dimensionally
stable species

*East Indian Rosewood is not the only Rosewood used exclusively in guitar making.
It’s inclusion in this table makes claim of superior results derived from this species.
Note: all alternative woods should be tested by individual builders and players.
Inclusion in this list is no claim of superior results from any particular wood.
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Appendix 3
Chronology of the Guitar

Chronology of the Guitar 1400-1959

Year
Guitar

Chronology of the Guitar 1400-1959

Year

Lutherie
Guitar

Music History

Early recorded
references to the
harpsichord

1400’s

4 course guitars, lutes, early violins, and viols present
during renaissance. Viol de gamba, and viol de mano
also present

1497

1521
1543

1546 Tres Libros, the
first piece of
music specifically
for guitar, is
published

General
History

Violin

1397

Lutherie

Gutenberg
printing press
becomes
commercially
available
J. Cabot claims
Newfoundland
for England

J. De Prez,
composer, dies
N. Copernicus,
astronomer,
dies. His
heliocentric
work is
published

Music History
Violin

1550 A. Le Roy
publishes works
for 5 course
guitars*

4 string violins
are produced in
Brescia, Italy

1564

Earliest surviving
Cremonese cello
is produced by
A. Amati

1585

1596 5 course guitars
become more
popular
1624 From 1600-1650
the guitar
becomes more
popular than the
lute, and the
1630
4-course and
6-course vihuela.
Guitar tuning
begins to
resemble modern
1632 tuning*

1636

General
History
League of
Iroquois is
formed

Settlement at
Roanoke, NC is
established
N. Amati, luthier, Early Baroque
is born
works are
published
Manhattan
Island is
purchased by
Dutch settlers
During the Great Middle Baroque
Plague of Milan period begins
all of the Amati
family except
Nicolo are killed
Maggini,
Brescian luthier,
dies
Harvard College
is founded in
Cambridge, MA
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